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Abstract 
In this paper, calculated by applying the principles analysis of single set or two set equipment, combined with the 
reliability of calculation of a typical 350MW heating power plant in the heating condition and non-heating condition, 
the initial judge and analysis reliability and economic of unit for two set or single set equipment, the result of 
conclusion that the project will set up two 50 percent equipment, which be the    maximum reliability and the least 
loss. 
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1.  Introduction  
With the rapid development of domestic power unit and the requirements of the national energy-saving 
and ejection-decreasing, investors have a strong interest in single set arrangement of the boiler and the 
steam turbine auxiliary equipment, in this paper, analysis reliability, safety and economy of single set and 
two set by combining reliability principle and the nature of power plant, to give investors and power plant 
a support of strategic judge. Through analysis an comparison of the reliability, can deduce that single set 
and two set have a great relationship with the nature of power plant. Therefore, research of power plant 
equipment and system reliability has a certain significance to the power plant design. 
2.  Basic Concept of Reliable Coefficient 
Wherever Times is specified, Times Roman or Times New Roman may be used. If neither is available 
on your word processor, please use the font closest in appearance to Times. Avoid using bit-mapped fonts 
if possible. True-Type 1 or Open Type fonts are preferred. Please embed symbol fonts, as well, for math, 
etc. 
2.1 Proposed Peliability 
Before reliability issues not specified clearly, in a long time, the concept of durability, longevity, 
stability, safety, maintainability and so on be evaluated good and bad of components or equipment. 
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Although not using the concept of the "reliability", But they are in the description of the reliability of 
components or equipment in fact, And most of the descriptions are qualitative descriptions of reliability. 
However, as a reliability engineering was be researched and applied, Is to happen after World War II. At 
that time, owing to the development of cutting-edge technology, such as missile systems, satellite 
communication systems, automatic control systems, etc, not only requires good technical capability, but 
also requires long-term work for accurately and reliably, So put forward the question of reliable coefficient 
clearly. 
x The theory of reliability consists of three technical areas, Reliability Engineering. Include analysis 
of system reliability, design evaluation and related tasks.  
x Reliability analysis. Include failure investigation and corrective measure.  
x Reliability mathematics. It is the theoretical basis of reliability. The reliability of single. 
And two row of boiler equipment is calculated through reliability mathematical theory in this paper. 
2.2 Reliability Definition 
Reliability Definition: Component or system under specified conditions, And within the prescribe time, 
the ability to complete the prescribe function, Called the reliability of this component or system. 
The reliability of component or system and technical indicators are inseparable. if there are no 
indicators, out of the question of the reliability problems. Similarly, even if the Indicators of the 
components is advanced, but not reliable, There is no value of the use. Therefore, only a high level of 
reliability of component, to make full play the function of components, otherwise, components can not 
guarantee the completion of required function. When the component was unable to complete the function, 
we call the component failure, also called repairable components for fault. 
2.3 Operational Properties of Probability 
x Addition theorem: Set up A, B be any two events, then, P AUB =P A +P B -P AB . 
x Set up A, B are two mutually exclusive events, then, P AUB =P A +P B . 
x Set up A and A-are mutually opposite event, then, P A— =1-P A . 
2.4 Application of the Binomial Expansion Theorem 
For calculate the probability of the n subsystems in series an n subsystems in parallel by “The 
Application of Binomial expansion theorem in Reliability Calculation” deduced the following conclusions 
[1]:  
Deduction 1: The logic series system consisting of n components, system reliability probability 
expressed by k, then the probability of system reliability: nxxxK ...21  
System failure probability expressed by S: 
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system failure probability expressed by S, reliability probability expressed by k, the system failure 
probability: nyyyyS ...321  
The probability of system reliability 
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2.5 Index formula of Availability Utilization and Equivalent availability factor, etc. 
x Availability (AF) defined 
%100)( u 
hourslStatisticatheDuring
hoursAvailableAFyAvailablit
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x Utilization (UTF) defined 
%100)( u 
hourslStatisticatheDuring
hoursUtilizeUTFnUtilizatio  
x Forced outage rate (FOR) defined 
%100)( u 
unitsofnumbertheonStatistics
outageforcedofnumberTheFORrateoutageForced   
x Program outage rate (POR) defined 
%100)(Pr u 
unitsofnumbertheonStatistics
outageofnumberthePlanPORrateoutageogram  
x Unplanned outage rate (UOR) defined 
%100)( u 
unitsofnumbertheonStatistics
outageunplannedofnumberTheUORrateoutageUnplanned  
x State division of generator can be seen in Figure 1. 
 
 
State division of generator 
3.  The Establishment of The Reliability Block Diagram of Single and Double Row Equipment 
Reliability block diagram of designed and operate for single and double row equipment . ogic diagram 
is based on a device or system failures that cause the plant failure, Therefore, the reliability of each device 
and the whole plant is "and" relationship, That is the reliability multiply [2]. 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the reliability logic diagram of single row set in this project 
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Figure 1.  the reliability logic diagram of single row set in this project 
 
Figure 2.  the reliability logic diagram of single row set in this project 
4.  The Status of Power Plant Auxiliary Equipment Availability and Unplanned Outage Rate 
A. Equivalent Availability Factor Indicators of Classification by Volume of Blower 
Table  is run equivalent availability factor index of Classification by volume of blower. 
B. Equivalent Availability Factor Indicators of Classification by Volume of Fan 
Table  is run equivalent availability factor index of Classification by volume of fan. 
C. Equivalent Availability Factor Indicators of Classification by Volume of Feed Pump 
Table  is run equivalent availability factor index of Classification by volume of feed pump. 
D. 2007 Major Reliability for Five Devices of Five Power Generation Groups 
Table  is 2007 Major reliability for five devices of five power generation groups. 
E. The Reason of Unplanned Outage 
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x Blower 
The technical reasons of 300MW level blower unplanned outage due to blade fracture and oil system 
failure, mainly due to poor quality and poor maintenance quality. (Availability factor of a fan and blower 
be considered as same temporarily) 
x  Fan 
The technical reasons of 300MW level fan unplanned outage due to fracture poor insulation high 
temperature large vibration mainly due to poor quality and poor maintenance quality. 
x Feed pump 
The technical reasons of 300MW level feed pump unplanned outage due to seal leakage, mainly due to 
poor quality and poor maintenance quality. 
TABLE I.  Run Equivalent Availability Factor Index of Classification by Volume of Blower 
Host Capacity 
MW  
Statistics Number 
of unit
number  
Run 
coefficient
%  
Availability 
factor %  
Program outage 
factor %  
Unplanned 
outage rate 
300-362.5 815 84.53 94.77 5.21 0.02 
TABLE II.  RUN EQUIVALENT AVAILABILITY FACTOR INDEX OF CLASSIFICATION BY VOLUME OF FAN 
Host Capacity 
MW  
Statistics Number 
of unit
number  
Run coefficient
%  
Availability factor
%  
Program outage 
factor %  
Unplanned 
outage rate 
300-362.5 821 84.12 94.75 5.23 0.02 
TABLE III.  RUN EQUIVALENT AVAILABILITY FACTOR INDEX OF CLASSIFICATION BY VOLUME OF FEED PUMP 
Host Capacity 
MW  
Statistics Number 
of unit
number  
Run coefficient
%  
Availability factor
%  
Program outage 
factor %  
Unplanned 
outage rate 
300-362.5 1200 58.08 95.02 4.84 0.25 
TABLE IV.  2007 MAJOR RELIABILITY FOR FIVE DEVICES OF FIVE POWER GENERATION GROUPS 
Type Indicators HuaNeng DaTang HuaDian GuoDian CPI 
Mill Number of units 559 549 353 312 226 
Unplanned outage rate 0.24 0.16 0.44 0.43 0.42 
Water Pump Number of units 358 317 231 200 153 
Unplanned outage rate 0.20 0.17 0.22 0.47 0.19 
Blower Number of units 252 230 168 143 114 
Unplanned outage rate 0 0 0.02 0.04 0.03 
Fan Number of units 253 230 168 142 116 
Unplanned outage rate 0.01 0 0.05 0.06 0.04 
5.  The Initial Investment Comparison of Single Row and Double Row Design for Boiler Equipment 
Boiler air preheater be considered as two row set temporarily in this paper, throttle setting and double 
row arrangement of equipment is same, air preheater inlet duct and outlet flue duct have slight change in 
layout. The difference of weight related costs between flue and duct be considered one hundred thousand 
yuan total column temporarily. 
Water supply system only change two row set of two suit of shut-off valve and check valve for 50% 
capacity to a suit of shut-off valve and check valve for 100% capacity. The difference of related costs 
between pipes and valves be considered one hundred thousand yuan (including installation) total column 
temporarily. 
In addition, consider separate arrangements should improve the reliability of control system, Therefore, 
the following measures for control system should be considered: 
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a)  Increase of the number of DCS controller, to try to disperse as far as possible, And reduce the load; 
b)  Strengthen the cooperation with the DCS supplier, in the I / O configuration, redundant points of 
important parameters do not enter the same I / O card pieces and the same controller must be considered, 
its in the level of pieces card also be dispersed as far as possible, reduce the risk; 
c)  In addition to important regulatory loop in rules of order, and measurement points of key interlock 
to take 2 with 3 ways, important regulatory loop as single system and measurement points of key interlock 
used to take 2 of 3 way also [3]. 
The cost difference between of IO point of single device (200 points temporary), control cable (100m 
temporary) and control components, etc. be considered three hundred thousand yuan (including installation) 
total column temporarily. 
The cost difference between of electrical Cable (300m temporary), cable bridge, switch cabinet (four 
counters), etc. be considered seven hundred thousand yuan (including installation) total column 
temporarily. 
Comparison of the equipment and cost of installation and construction are as follows. 
A. Comparison of Investment for Single and Double Row of One Fan 
Table  is the comparison of investment for single and double row of one fan (A unit) 
B. Comparison of Investment for Single and Double Row of Blower 
Table  is the comparison of investment for single and double row of blower (A unit) 
C. Comparison of Investment for Single and Double Row of Fan 
Table  is the comparison of investment for single and double row of fan ( A unit) 
D. Comparison of Investment for Single and Double Row of Small Turbine and Steam Feed Water Pump 
Table  is the comparison of investment for single and double row of small turbine and steam feed 
water pump 
E. Comparison of Investment for Single and Double Row of Small Turbine and Steam Feed Water Pump 
Prices and costs in the above tables mainly compare the difference between single and double row, 
through Initial price difference can be drawn in the above tables, each unit group of fans and pumps used to 
single is able to save 4.94 million Yuan than double row equipment total investment. 
TABLE V.  The Comparison of Investment for Single and Double Row of One Fan (A unit) 
Project Name Equipment costs ten thousand yuan  
Construction costs ten 
thousand yuan  
Installation costs ten 
thousand yuan  
Double row Q=93m3/s, 1900kW ~260 ~1.6 ~8.9 
Single row Q=186m3/s, 3700kW ~190 ~1.2 ~7.2 
TABLE VI.  The Comparison of Investment for Single and Double row of Blower (A unit) 
Project Name Equipment costs ten thousand yuan  
Construction costs ten 
thousand yuan  
Installation costs ten 
thousand yuan  
Double row Q=120m3/s 800kW ~230 ~2 ~9.7 
Single row Q=240m3/s 1700kW ~180 ~1.4 ~7.9 
TABLE VII.  The Comparison of Investment for Single and Double Row of Fan ( A unit) 
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Project Name Equipment costs ten thousand yuan  
Construction costs ten 
thousand yuan  
Installation costs ten 
thousand yuan  
Double row Q=324m3/s  3600kW ~400 ~2 ~9.1 
Single row Q=628m3/s  7100kW ~355 ~1.4 ~8.1 
TABLE VIII.  The Comparison of Investment for Single and Double row of Small turbine and Steam Feed Water Pump 
Project Name Equipment costs ten thousand yuan  
Construction costs ten 
thousand yuan  
Installation costs ten 
thousand yuan  
Double row Q=500t/h ~1400 ~21.8 ~18.7 
Single row Q=1000t/h ~1210 ~15.6 ~12 
6.  Distribution Model for Assumptions of Equipment Failure Probability and Unit Load 
6.1 Selection of Reliability Calculation 
In status indicators of the power generation equipment, there are two parameters involved in reliability, 
one is the equivalent availability factor, another is unplanned outage factor. 
Equivalent availability factor is the ratio of the difference between available hours and reduces the 
output of the equivalent outage hours to during the statistical hours, However, due to lower equivalent 
outage hours Including the planned outage, not fully reflect the    reliability of equipment [4]. 
Unplanned outage rate is the ratio of unplanned outage hours to operating hours, this parameter is more 
in line with the reliability of equipment, we in accordance with this value to calculate reliability 
temporarily, The calculated according to the weighted average value of five major power companies to 
calculate temporarily. 
TABLE IX.  The Calculation According to The Weighted Average Value of Five Major Power Companies to Calculate Temporarily 
Type Indicators HuaNeng DaTang HuaDian GuoDian CPI Weighted average 
Reliability 
rate 
Water 
Pump 
Unplanned 
outage rate 0.20 0.17 0.22 0.47 0.19 
0.25 0.9975 
Blower Unplanned 
outage rate 0 0 0.02 0.04 0.03 
0.018 0.99982 
Fan 
Unplanned 
outage rate 0.01 0 0.05 0.06 0.04 
0.032 0.99968 
 
6.2 Other Assumptions In Reliability of This Project are as Follows: 
Because of unit equivalent availability factor is function of time, availability factor is increased with the 
increase of the unit load, there are major changes in different times of the year, the load of condensing units 
is high in summer, high failure rate, low availability factor. High load of heating unit in the winter, high 
failure rate, low availability factor, immediately, available load factor of the boiler at 100%, 75%, 50% is 
inconsistent, the availability factor of different conditions may be very different, affect of the calculation 
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directly, because in the absence of authoritative information on additional statistics, Therefore, reliability 
of during the reliability calculation assumes a fixed value under various conditions. 
Data in the report are based on statistics drawn national power equipment operation, but most of the 
domestic equipment set is double row, its reliability is Inconsistent with the single set. The reason is when 
double-row equipment failure, because of the system chain, coordination of parallel or splitting is a higher 
degree (feed pump especially), will cause the entire unit failure somewhat inappropriate. However, there is 
no specific value of reliability of single device, this article is based on the data in "Electric Reliability 
Trend Analysis Report" to calculate only, the reliability of double-row equipment and single equipment is 
consistent be considered temporarily. 
Fan and pump is including fans body, motors, power and other components in series, the availability 
factor is taken into account in accordance with the overall, this article does not carry out detailed 
calculations; As there is no the value of a fan in the "Electric Reliability Trend Analysis Report", the 
probability of reliability for a fan and blower is taken as 99.98% in this paper, probability of reliability for 
fan is 99.96%. In order to simplify the calculation, calculation of the reliability of fans are unified to 
99.97%, reliability for feed pump is 99.75%. 
The influence of the reliability of boiler and steam turbine body for the single and double row is the 
same, not participate in the calculation of reliability in this report. 
6.3 Distribution Model for Unit Load 
According to economic indicators of the typical northeast 350MW thermal power unit to calculate, 
distribution model for unit load as Table X: 
x The power and the efficiency table at 50% of the operating conditions of single and double row as 
Table  
x The power and the efficiency table at 100% of the operating conditions of single and double row as 
Table  
TABLE X.  Distribution Model for Unit Load 
Unit operating hours per year 7051 hours 
Hours of use per year 5000 hours  
Project Units Heating period Non-heating period 
Using the number of hours hours 3172 1828 
Operating hours hours 3960 3091 
Generation kw/a 1.11x109 0.64x109 
Heat kJ/a 4.35x1012 5.63x1011 
TABLE XI.  50% of The Operating Conditions of Single and Double Row 
Power and Efficiency table 50% of the working conditions Single row Double row Two runs 
Feed Pump Power KW  5723 5804 
Efficiency % 78 76.5 
A fan Power KW  2052 2185 
Efficiency % 77 70 
Blower Power KW  966 918.4 
Efficiency % 67 73 
Fan Power KW  4248 4356 
Efficiency % 68 65 
Total Power KW  12989 13263.4 
Conditions relative to the ratio of double row 
Two runs  / 0.979 1 
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TABLE XII.  100% of The Operating Conditions of Single and Double Row 
Power and Efficiency table 100% of the working conditions Single row Double row 
Feed Pump 
Power KW  10850 10850 
Efficiency % 84.5 83.5 
A fan 
Power KW  3700 3800 
Efficiency % 87 85 
Blower 
Power KW  1700 1600 
Efficiency % 86 86.2 
Fan 
Power KW  7100 7200 
Efficiency % 87 86 
Total Power KW  23350 23450 
Conditions relative to the ratio of double row 
Two runs  / 0.995 1 
7.  The Reliability Calculation of Single and Double Row Equipment Running 
71 The Calculation of Reliability at The Units 50% Condition 
x The calculation of reliability for equipment designed to operate separately 
The reliability probability of set single run be set P (A), the probability reliability of single device 
according to logic diagram be drawn: 
 P A =P K1 x P L1 x P M1 x P N1 =0.9997*0.9997*0.9997*0.9975=0.9966 
So the failure rate of single run:  
P A— =1-P A =1-0.9966=0.0033 
x The calculation of reliability for equipment run double row 
The probability reliability of double row running is P (B), the probability reliability of single device 
according to logic diagram be drawn: 
P B = P K1 + P K2 -P K1 P K2 x P L1 + P L2 -P L1 P
L2 x P M1 + P M2 -P M1 P M2 x P N1 + P N2 -P N1 P
N2 =0.99999 
So the failure rate of double row run: 
P B— =1-P B =1-0.99999=0.0000065 
72 The Calculation of Reliability at The Units>50% Condition 
x The calculation of reliability for equipment designed to operate separately 
The reliability probability of set single run be set P (A), the probability reliability of single device 
according to logic diagram be drawn: 
P A =P K1 x P L1 x P M1 x P N1 =0.9997*0.9997*0.9997*0.9975=0.9966, So the 
failure rate of single run:  
P A— =1-P A =1-0.9966=0.0033, this is consistent with the reliability of single device at 50% 
load condition.  
x The calculation of reliability for equipment run double row 
The reliability probability of set single run be set P (A), the probability reliability of double device 
according to logic diagram be drawn: 
P A =P K1 xP K1 ×P L1 ×P L1 ×P M1 ×P M1 ×P N1 ×P N1
=0.9932, 
So the failure rate of double run: 
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P A— =1-P A =1-9932=0.0067. 
These are the probability reliability of double row at 100% loading, Note that, this is the reliability of 
double row equipment at 100% running only, but the definition is that one of the double row equipment is 
failure resulting in the units did not contribute to the concept of 100% output, if a failure actually, double 
row equipment can still running under the 50% to 60% output. We consider this factor in the calculation, it 
is at 100% load, failure time of double row equipment is considered 50% running.  
73 The Receipts During the Unit non-Heating Condition 
TABLE XIII.  Allocation Table of The Number of Using Hours During The Unit Non-Heating Period 
The number of using hours during non-heating season 1828
Load distribution 75% Load 50% Load 
Operating hours 1132 1958 
Generation (KW/h) 297223500 342776000 
Heat kJ/h  136727596.2 91151730.83 
Because of fault of auxiliary equipment causing unit accident shutdown, that leading power generation 
and heat of power Plant to reduce, thereby reduced the power gains. Electrovalence as the basic calculation 
parameters is 0.282 Yuan/kwh (Pre-tax), heating prices is 29 Yuan/GJ (Pre-tax).  
TABLE XIV.  Profit Reducing During The Unit Non-Heating Period at 75% Condition of Units 
Project Single row operation Double row operation 
Failure rate %  0.33 0.67 
Downtime Hours  3.84 7.68 
Income loss 
ten thousand  
4.373 4.737 
TABLE XV.  Profit Reducing during The Unit Non-Heating Period at 50% Condition of Units 
Project Single row operation Double row operation 
Failure rate %  0.33 0.00065 
Downtime Hours  6.654 0.0127 
Income loss 
ten thousand  
5.04 0.009 
74 The Calculation for Revenue During the Unit Heating Conditions 
Double row equipment during the running period at 100% unit output, viewing of the information 
provided from the manufacturer, little difference in the efficiency basically, Difference between Single row 
and double row is 0.01%. 
The key of the calculation during the unit running at full loaded, single device failure as the failure of 
the unit, dual failure, units run normally. We can use the double row of 50% of the reliability of the 
equipment to meet the unit operating conditions at 100% guaranteed output during failure time, The results 
as follow Table XVI: 
TABLE XVI.  THE RESULTS OF DOUBLE ROW OF 50% OF THE RELIABILITY 
Project Single row operation Double row operation 
Failure rate %  0.33 0.67 
Downtime Hours  13.45 26.68 
Income of loss fault ten thousand  
149.2 148 
Time for fault in 13.45 Not 
running  
Time for fault in 26.68, Unit runs at 
50% load  
75 Comparison Loss of Single and Double Row Equipment Set 
x Comparison of reduced earnings 
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According to comprehensive comparison of different conditions of heating and non heating, because 
the different of Device configuration mode may cause unit accident shutdown, loss of revenue generated 
from unit accident shutdown as follows: 
Loss of revenue for single row equipment (Including run costs) 1.587 million 
Loss of revenue for double row equipment (Including run costs) 1.524 million 
View of the loss of revenue, use double row equipment the loss of revenue is reduced 63 thousand 
Yuan than single row each year [5]. 
x Comparison of other losses 
In addition to the loss of revenue result from the reason of reliability be reduced, Also include the three 
charges that be affected by the change of forced outage rate of power generation equipment directly, they 
are maintenance costs, replacement power costs and investment costs of reserve capacity. 
Maintenance costs: It is mean that pay manpower, materials and spare parts costs for the repair 
equipment after the forced outage of power generation equipment. 
Replacement power costs: Since power generation equipment forced outage, the less production of 
electricity during the outage be charged with poor economic units, the difference of power generation cost 
is replacement power costs. 
Investment costs of reserve capacity: Investment costs of reserve capacity are that the level of 
reliability of the system under certain conditions, after the unit forced outage rate increases, the additional 
investment spare unit. 
The English simple method for calculating: Loss of power failure is about 50 times the average 
electrovalence. 
The Sweden simple method for calculating: Loss of power failure is about 20~30 times the average 
electrovalence. 
The simplified calculation, loss of power failure takes 30 times, other losses fee caused by the forced 
shutdown is =30x6.3=1.89 million (loss of unit operation for a year). This simplified calculation is toward 
economic costs only, Which does not include the indirect loss of social and environmental. 
8.  Comparison of reliability of heating 
Based on the above chapters, we can be derived from the unit operating hours of single and double row 
equipment units within one year, as Table XVII. 
TABLE XVII.  THE UNIT OPERATING HOURS OF SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROW EQUIPMENT UNITS WITHIN ONE YEAR 
Project single row  equipment 
Double row 
 equipment 
Can be operating hours 
equivalent to 50% load 3080.49 3090.97 
Can be operating hours 
equivalent to 100% load be used 3946.54 3933.13 
Double row at 100% load reduced to 50% load because the fault 
equivalent to can be operating hours 0.00 26.67 
Total 7027.04 7050.79 
8.1 Reliable Analysis of Heating Unit Heating Load 
Heating heat load by 847MW to consider, heat load for heating of power plant is 695MW, the 
remaining 152MW peaking from boiler of adjusting the peak of heating network to solve, coefficient of 
thermal heating is 0.82. When a unit stopped, another unit and boilers of adjusting peaking of heating 
network supply output 290+278 /847x100=67.1%, to meet fire regulations 60% to 75% range. 
For single row equipment, any single equipment failure, the unit failure, another unit and adjusting 
peaking heating network provide 67.1% capacity. For double row equipment, any equipment failure, one 
unit down to 50% load, and another unit provided capacity (695 / 4 +290) = 463.8MW in total, if it can 
reach to 67.1% capacity, boiler of adjusting peaking of heating network provide 104.2MW heat only. 
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This will reduce the number of boiler of adjusting peaking, full use of the advantages of high efficiency 
heating unit, save coal-fired and reduce pollutant emissions. 
8.2 Reliability Analysis For Industrial Load of Heating Unit 
At present, because construction of power plant is the early stage project for investment, there is no 
new industrial user before power plant be build up, at this time the nature of industrial steam can not be 
learned. However, according to the situation of various industrial gas be design by my institute, 
requirements for industrial steam is 100% reliable, and is heat standby, when a unit is failure outage or 
maintenance outage, another unit in hot standby state must provide all of the industrial exhaust. (Notes: 
Backpressure unit can not meet the requirement, the reason is standby status of backpressure unit belong to 
cold standby status, start time is unable to meet the requirements of industrial gases.) 
Since two units be install in this paper, use of single row equipment or double row equipment, when a 
unit outages, the other unit can meet the requirements of industrial exhaust. 
When the power plant equipment by single row set, any single equipment failure, the whole unit failure, 
another unit provide industrial ventilation immediately, then, failed unit must put into use by repairing 
immediately. (Including hot start cost of unit, cost of overtime workers and cost of equipment life loss, Etc.) 
Power plant equipment with double row, any double equipment failure, unit load reduce a half, Still 
provide half of the industrial heat load, in this time faulty equipment immediately putting into use with the 
online maintenance.( (Including cost of overtime workers. Etc,) 
As the thermal power plant for industrial heat load, actually the nature of the two units is mutual 
backup, single or double row set of power plants both can meet the requirement, just the reliability of 
double row equipment plants is higher. 
9.  Equipment configurations affect host life 
From the perspective of the host device, in accordance with the requirements of guide negotiations of 
large units, in the whole life of the unit, the decrease of the host device life should be less than 75%, the 
loss of host device life and the number of the unit start and stop is directly linked. The Table XVIII is a 
project turbine in different started ways allowed number of starts and life loss. 
As can be seen from the table, starting times of host for different ways of start up and run is limited. 
When the device is configured separately, the probability of unit outage will increase, thus reduce the life 
of the host and availability of host. Therefore, from the perspective to ensure availability of the host, 
double row configuration of Fans and feed pump is superior to single row configuration. 
TABLE XVIII.  A Project Turbine in Different Started Ways Allowed Number of Starts and Life Loss 
Starting method Times Life loss / time The total life loss 
Cold 200 0.012% 2.4% 
Warm 1200 0.006% 7.2% 
Hot 3000 0.002% 6% 
Very Hot 150 <0.001 0.15% 
Normal shutdown 4600 0.002% 9.2 
Load rejection Auxiliary power  10 1% 10% 
Load step 12000 <0.001 12% 
Total  46.95% 
10.  Conclusion 
The total initial investment of steam feed pump and the three fans for single row set is less 4.94 million 
Yuan than double row set, cost of auxiliary power for single row set reduce 0.02 ~ 0.03% than double row 
set. (One unit) 
Through reliability calculation, the total loss caused by forced outage caused by equipment failure, 
single row set is 10 million yuan higher than double row set. (One unit) 
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From improved life and reliability of the host to consider, steam feed pump and the three fans for 
double row configuration has an advantage over single row. 
According to heat balance diagram of typical 350MW unit for 50% of the operating conditions, unit 
can be drawn 205t / h and 22t / h industrial exhaust in the 50% operating condition, at this time can meet 
75% of the industrial exhaust and 75% of heating load, To analyze the reliability from the heating, double 
row better than the single row. 
Reasons for the reliability of single row, two units forced outage 48 hours a year, double row 
equipment forced outage 0.42 hours a year. 
Summary, in addition to the initial investment of double row set is slightly higher than single row set, 
other than the single row set has advantages entirely, particularly in ensuring safe and reliable of heating, 
there are obvious advantages in avoiding negative social impacts. Therefore, heating unit use the model of 
double row set is the most secure and reliable 
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